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INFRA-EXPERIMENTALITY: FROM TRACES TO DATA, FROM 
DATA TO PATTERNING FACTS
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To begin with, a little bit of etymology concerning two of the catchwords in the title.1 
According to the Latin meaning of the words, “data” are things given, “facts” in 
contrast are things made. We are, however, faced with the puzzling observation that 
in the vernacular discourse of the modern sciences the meaning of these two words 
has exactly been turned around: ‘Data’ are seen as something made by instruments 
and produced by procedures. Data are said to be generated, they can be stored and 
retrieved. In contrast, ‘facts’ are assumed and taken to be something given. They are 
the hard things. They simply are. This is a strange reversal whose deeper message 
— if there is one — merits to be explored in more depth. I will come back to the 
issue at the end of this paper.

INTRODUCTORY REMARKS

Infra-experimentality seeks to understand the game of producing knowledge effects 
under the hands of the experimenter, in the under-world beneath him. It seeks to grasp 
and expose those moments — chains of events — in which matter is made to mean 
and scientific meaning is made to matter. If a word were looked for that could convey 
the corresponding methodical effort, the choice would be ‘subduction’. It deals with 
the interface between the agents of knowing and the objects of their desire. In the 
modern sciences, this interface has proliferated and grown out; it has over-grown both 
poles and produced a world of its own: the under-world of research technologies.

It may appear appropriate, following certain philosophers of technology, to claim 
that the foundational gesture of the modern sciences tout court is ‘making visible’: 
bringing structures and processes before the eye that do not immediately lend them-
selves to inspection and that are therefore not immediately evident to the beholder. 
This is how the German phenomenologist Martin Heidegger formulated the problem 
in his “Age of the world-picture”: “Zur Wissenschaft als Forschung kommt es erst 
dann, und nur dann, wenn die Wahrheit zur Gewissheit des Vorstellens sich gewandelt 
hat” (“Science as research is put on the agenda then, and only then, if truth has been 
changed into the certainty of representation” — representation in the sense of placing 
before). And he goes on: “Das will sagen: Sich über etwas ins Bild setzen heißt: das 
Seiende selbst in dem, wie es mit ihm steht, vor sich stellen und es als so gestelltes 
ständig vor sich haben.… Das Seiende im Ganzen wird jetzt so genommen, dass 
es erst und nur seiend ist, sofern es durch den vorstellend-herstellenden Menschen 
gestellt ist” (“That is to say: To put oneself in the picture over something means: to 
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put being itself in how it stands with it, before oneself and to have it permanently 
before oneself as something posited in this manner.… Being in its totality is now taken 
such that it is first and only being insofar as it is posited by representing-presenting 
man”).2 Such visualization — “vorstellend-herstellend” — is necessarily dependent 
on widely varying forms of intervention or manipulation, as Ian Hacking has rightly 
stressed — although he, strangely enough, and in contrast to Heidegger, founded his 
own praxeology of the sciences on a deliberately traditional philosophical anthropol-
ogy of representation.3 In modern scientific knowledge production, a close connection 
between science and technology, that is, between science and the technical means 
of producing knowledge — means that have to be addressed as the very media of 
knowing — has been established. One could even, to go on with Heidegger, talk in 
this respect of a fundamental, a grounding technological disposition or framing of 
the modern scientific knowledge production process.4 There is a techno-epistemic 
momentum right at the core of our modern ways of generating knowledge.5 It shows 
itself in historically different forms of instrumentally mediated approaches resulting 
in visible traces of sorts left by the various interventions.

Now, there lure dangers in the notion of representation, in so far as it always came 
and comes connoted with the idea of depiction, of copy — “Abklatsch,” to use a tell-
ing German word of Heidegger — which in the context of the sciences is completely 
counter-indicated. “Vorstellendes Herstellen” means, by contrast, “putting being 
itself before oneself in how it stands with it” — “das Seiende selbst in dem, wie es 
mit ihm steht, vor sich stellen”, as Heidegger says in the quote above.

TRACES

I have tried to mobilize the concept of trace or of grapheme as a deeper grounding 
and as an alternative to the “Bild”-metaphor implied in the notion of representation. 
With that, I have taken up Jacques Derrida’s grammatological reflections and made 
an attempt to put them to work in the context of a characterization of experimenta-
tion.6 With traces, we have basically to do with a form of material manifestation — 
Handgreiflichkeit would be a good German word — that, first, is more elementary 
than representation, second, in a certain way indexical in character, and third, has 
not yet fallen either on the side of imaging or of writing — our traditional forms of 
representation after the trace, as it were. The trace is thus supposed to be anterior 
to both writing and image, to still manifest, in a way, the “asemic kernel” of both 
of them — to borrow an expression from Rodolphe Gasché  —and it has a rather 
precarious structural characteristic. It is the trace of something, but this something is 
always only a substituted or supplemented something. As Derrida put it: “A medita-
tion upon the trace should undoubtedly teach us that there is no origin, that is to say 
simple origin; that the questions of origin carry with them a metaphysics of pres-
ence.”8 And insofar as we have to do with scientific research, this something — as 
an always only supposed origin — is not only absent in the sense of being away, but 
in a much stronger sense has never been there as such. From this point of view, we 
must assume that a recursive move is built into the very temporal structure of the 
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systems of empirical investigation, and with that, into the temporal structure of the 
production of “phenomenotechnical” traces — to use Gaston Bachelard’s notion 
here.9 “The trace” — following Derrida, and quoting from his Grammatology — “is 
not only the disappearance of origin — within the discourse that we sustain and 
according to the path that we follow it means that the origin did not even disappear, 
that it was never constituted except reciprocally by a non-origin, the trace, which 
thus becomes the origin of the origin.10. Something like an origin then only arises in 
the process of tracing as a second-order concept in the sense Hacking has been using 
this notion in his Representing and intervening à propos the concept of ‘reality’.11

From such a perspective, it will perhaps be possible to determine more specifically 
what goes on in the material transformation processes of scientific experimentation 
in terms of epistemic procedures, without always having to rely on the heavy load of 
critique accumulated on the notions of imaging and writing, image and writ. This at 
least has been and continues to be the idea behind the experimental systems approach 
that I have adopted, tried to develop, and make strong as a heuristics for tracing at 
another level — the level of history of science.12 If experimental traces can be located 
at the level of scientific object formation, experimental systems are the traces — for 
the historian — at the level of historical object formation.

In the context of the present collection of essays, it may be useful to say a few 
more words on my characterization of experimentation. John Pickstone, in his Ways 
of knowing, distinguishes between an analytical and a synthetic mode of experi-
mentation, which he exemplifies, as far as the life sciences are concerned, by the 
nineteenth-century experimental physiology which sought to analyse dynamic rela-
tions, and an ensuing synthetic stage, conceptually foreshadowed in Claude Bernard’s 
writings on experimental medicine.13 Claude Bernard’s ambition was to gain control 
over biomedical phenomena, and in that sense to make new things. Pickstone links 
this attempt with synthesis in then-contemporary chemistry, and later in twentieth-
century molecular biology, stressing the constructive aspect of experimentation in 
opposition to its logical counterpart and chronological precursor, the use of experi-
ments for the purpose of analysis, for the reduction of the phenomena to the interplay 
of the elements constitutive of the object and of the discipline in question, be they 
chemical elements, or signalling molecules, or molecular components of copying 
systems. We may return at the end to questions of synthesis, but for the most part, 
the traces which I discuss here may be taken, cum grano salis, as entities which are 
commonly addressed as resulting from analysis, they are to be seen as the products 
and at the same time the means of analytical projects. Yet in some sense, the notion 
of trace, in its core, may defy the opposition between ‘analytical’ and ‘synthetic’. It 
may form part of another vocabulary to deal with the sciences.

Practically all of these traces result from intervention in or interaction with the 
material in question, including, for instance, classical as well as present-day photo-
tracing. The ‘graphics’ generated from graphemes of various sorts produced in labo-
ratories, however, are not meant to ‘photograph’ experimental objects in the everyday 
sense of the expression, but rather to ‘de-construct’ them in the sense of that word, 
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where analysis also involves some kind of synthesis, to partition them in order to 
get the parts into play with each other — in imagination, in mathematics, or perhaps 
in substantive ways which open the possibility of new creations. That would hold 
for a polygraph trace recording the fluctuation of a membrane potential, say, from a 
collection of which, suitably sorted and measured, one might venture to ‘model’ the 
electrical properties of the membrane in question. It holds for a series of reaction 
measures from which one might work out the chemical composition of an enzyme. 
In molecular biology, the analysis appears frequently straightforward — molecules 
maybe physically labelled and separated, multiplied, or dissected into fragments, as 
we will see in the next section. These traces of a molecule are indexical in a strong 
sense. The trace may also be literally a remnant of the object in question, potentially 
available for further manipulation.

If one shares this point of departure, it follows that reflecting on the technological 
constitution of such trace-generating experimental ‘environments’, or experimental 
systems nested into knowledge landscapes, becomes a central task. But exactly such 
reflection on experimental mediation, that is, the apparatus in all its complexity and 
intricacy that comes to stand between the knowing subjects and the objects of knowl-
edge, the new world of traces it creates at their interfaces, that is, the multiform and 
extended proper sphere of the essay, the trial, the experiment, is something that in 
the perspective of traditional epistemology or theory of knowledge used to have no 
place. In terms of a critique of science and its self-awareness this also means that it 
has hardly found its place in the ideas that scientists themselves, when speaking as 
spontaneous philosophers,14 propagated and continue to propagate about their own 
activity. In the self-perception of the sciences, all instrumental mediation is perma-
nently made to disappear in what comes under the rubric of ‘result’. A conceptual 
effort is thus needed, in the directions to which I can allude and point here only in 
outline.

The question is how to find best one’s way to these middle grounds, the medial 
world of knowledge-making. I would like to approach this question with a basic 
reflection focused on ways of experimenting. If, in experimentation, generally taken, 
traces of various kinds are generated, this does not happen chaotically or in a merely 
accidental fashion, but rather moves along two different epistemic axes adopted in the 
exploration of spatial structures or temporal processes accordingly. All experimenta-
tion on structures revolves around procedures of compression on the one hand and 
dilatation on the other: what is too large is rendered on a smaller scale, and what 
is too small is enlarged in a way or another. And all experimentation on processes 
revolves around speeding up and slowing down: what is too quick is being made 
slower, and what is too slow becomes accelerated.

Again, it may be useful to think first of the level of relatively simple observation 
(or natural history in an extended sense) where cameras and scopes of various kinds 
allow the visualization of structures and processes which are not normally to be seen.15 
Such instruments of sight are important in many experimental arrangements, but let 
me stress the enormous extensions of scale-shifting and mode-shifting in more recent 
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experimental systems, including the multiplication of biological molecules, which 
enhance the formation of traces. In these systems it is the experimental objects as 
well that are re-scaled, as it were, conjointly with the registration devices so as to 
create knowledge-generating interfaces.16

Compression and dilatation, speeding up and slowing down are at the same time 
instructions as to how traces can be ordered into data sets in order to generate pattern 
and with that, the things we call scientific facts. Since these transformations, however, 
are not linear and monotonous, but go along with qualitative shifts, these further steps 
are far from trivial. I will come back to this point in the last section of this essay.

RADIOACTIVE TRACING — AN EXAMPLE

In order not to leave these remarks in the abstract, I would like to discuss an example 
that concerns a molecular biological technology of the second half of the twentieth 
century. It is the technology of radioactive labelling, extensively used — among 
many other applications — for the sequence analysis of nucleic acids in the heydays 
of genomics. The resulting ladders of spots came to be taken as a synonym for the 
barcode of life, its logic. In the expression widely used in the English language, 
‘radioactive tracing’, the concept of trace happens to be used in the denomination of 
the technology itself — a lucky coincidence, but one with deeper significance. Let 
us start with a brief historical survey.17

Since the days of William Crookes in England, and Hans Geitel and Erich Regener 
in Germany at the very beginning of the twentieth century, physicists had become 
aware of the phenomenon that radioactive substances, one of the major and intriguing 
new physical phenomena at the time, emanate rays causing light flashes on appro-
priate screens, also called scintillations. Soon people found that it was possible to 
use a count of these light traces as a measure for the intensity of the radiation of the 
substances under scrutiny.18 One of the first to realize that radioactive elements could 
be used as “indicators”, as he called them, in the metabolic analysis of living beings 
was the Hungarian physico-chemist Georg von Hevesy.19 He followed the transport 
of radioactive heavy metals, in particular lead, in the plants whose metabolism he 
investigated. The expression of indicator that Hevesy used points to the circumstance 
that in these experiments, a substance was used that ‘indicated’ — transitively and 
intransitively — in two distinguishable ways. On the one hand, the radioactive decay 
traces of the instable isotope — they were registered, since the late 1920s, mainly 
with Geiger-Müller tubes — indicated the path a substance took through the body. 
On the other hand, the indicative character of the method was essentially based on 
the use of comparatively minute admixtures of the radioactive isotope that proved 
to be chemically indistinguishable from the stable element. For this reason, trace 
amounts of the isotope sufficed to follow a much larger stream of the substance. 
The indicator principle thus was essentially based on the possibility to minimize 
the radioactive decay events and with that — biologically all-important — damage 
of tissue, and yet to obtain a satisfactory signal. Wherever the introduced lead had 
permeated, the signal made it visible — or audible, through the Geiger counter. Thus 
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the tracer revealed the distribution of the substance whose nature it shared, and whose 
presence it signalled.

Following the language of the scientific literature, I use the term ‘signal’ here 
more or less synonymously with the term ‘trace’. ‘Signal’ is clearly reminiscent 
of the information technological context in which the development of the counting 
technology of radioactive decay was embedded.20 A more or less implicit semantic 
distinction is however to be found in many texts: the notion of signal is generally 
used if the event is regarded from the perspective of the radioactive substance from 
which the signal proceeds, whereas with the notion of trace, one has predominantly 
in view the effect that the indicator has left.

Let us consider an example. In 1977, the first DNA sequence gel produced by 
Frederick Sanger and his Cambridge colleagues Steve Nicklen and Alan Coulson 
was published. It displayed part of the DNA sequence of bacteriophage PhiX174, 
a very small virus infecting bacterial cells. It was the result of a chromatographic 
procedure that has to be looked at not only as a system for the registration of traces, 
but rather as a system for the experimental generation of traces. The term, ‘chroma-
tography’, tells us that the procedure implies graphism and colour. With its help the 
sequence of a nucleic acid was visualized in the form of a ladder of bars, in a more 
or less regular fashion. The procedure was developed by Sanger at the Laboratory 
of Molecular Biology (LMB) in the second half of the 1970s. It soon earned him 
his second Nobel Prize — the first one he had received for his method of protein 
sequencing, on which he had worked in the preceding decades. With its technical 
potential, the procedure marked the birth hour of genomics that consequently took 
off only a few years later, in the early 1980s.

Put in a nutshell, the technique works as follows. First, with the help of an isolated 
enzyme, a so-called polymerase that synthesizes nucleic acids in the cell, a DNA 
strand is replicated in the test tube, but with statistically induced stops at each of the 
added bases. In order to achieve this, four reaction mixtures containing radioactive 
base-analogs of A, T, C and G (adenine, thymine, cytosine, and guanine, respectively) 
are prepared. Second, after synthesis, the reaction mixtures with the DNA fragments 
are separated on a porous polyacrylamid gel by applying an electric current. From 
this gel, an autoradiogram is finally prepared. The radioactive bars of the gel darken 
a photosensitive plate and are thus rendered visible as a discrete series of stripes that 
contain nucleic acid fragments of a defined length.

To come back to the distinction made above: here, we have to do with the visu-
alization of a molecular structure that operates in the mode of a dilatation. Although 
actually there are molecules in the test tube mixture whose order of magnitude is way 
below the resolution capacity of the light microscope and also at the border of the 
resolution capacity of an electron microscope, such a chromatogram separates and 
rearranges these molecular entities into a new order, an order in the range of medium 
dimensions that, in the example, can be inspected by the naked eye. After the event, 
not even a simple microscope is needed to do so. Thereby, the chromatographic 
plate, if one can say so, puts the technology itself into the picture: it incorporates 
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the dilatation principle on which it rests into the preparation itself — “vor-stellendes 
Herstellen” in the very Heideggerian sense of the word.

In another context, while dealing with the phenomenon of ‘preparations’, of speci-
mens as very peculiar epistemic objects in the life sciences,21 I have more extensively 
discussed the particular form of indexicality of the traces produced by such molecular 
biological techniques: the components of the probe at issue themselves constitute the 
relevant parts of the chromatogram. They share in the very materiality of the epistemic 
thing under consideration. This distinguishes them from another class of epistemic 
objects: models. Models characteristically presuppose and effect a switch from one 
medium to another. They play out their potential not in an indexical, but in an iconic 
space, to remain with the semiotic typology of Charles Sanders Peirce.22 Here, I 
would only like to stress that the graphematic configurations in which the technique 
of radioactive tracing visualizes elementary structures — and functions — of living 
beings and of their molecules, that these graphematic configurations have created a 
space of possible traces in which the game of a molecular representation of living 
processes was played for several decades. All that did of course not happen without 
resonance with the global symbolic space of the atomic age — the technology of 
biology’s molecular age was exploiting and heavily drawing on its material resources. 
The decisive experimental systems of a molecular biology quickly expanding after the 
Second World War throughout the globe would not only have been undoable without 
the procedures of radioactive tracing, but simply unimaginable. They created, to use 
a term of François Jacob, a completely new horizon for the scientific “game of the 
possible” — le jeu des possibles.23

DATA

From here on, we can now go a step further in the chain of transformations that 
Bruno Latour has so pointedly described in his photo-philosophical montage on the 
thread of the pedologues of Boa Vista.24 There, it all started with a piece of rainwood 
in the Brasilian tropical forest, fenced off with a thin thread, and it ended in a soil 
profile printed as the outcome of the expedition in a scientific journal. To stay with 
our molecular example, a next step consists in transforming the sequence gel into a 
chain of symbols standing for the four nucleic acid bases.  With this visual display 
total abstraction is made not only from the particle from which the nucleic acid was 
extracted, but also from the test tube reaction in which it was differentially synthesized, 
and moreover from the gel and its material qualities in which the fragments were 
separated. But there is also something added: with it, meaning is not only invested, 
but also fixed. The asemic kernel of the trace, already overlaid by the order of bars 
on the gel, is now bound to completely disappear. From a sequential arrangement 
of molecules of different size is constructed an overall sequence of symbolically 
designated building blocks, a symbolic reconstruction of a strand of DNA, which 
molecular geneticists say contains the information for the expression of a particular 
cellular product, a protein. In molecular biology, with its molecular dissections and 
sortings, this may be considered a subtle shift, but it is a decisive transformation — 
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from residue to representation.
I suggest that we see transformations of this sort as a transition from ‘traces’ to 

‘data’. The most important thing perhaps in such transitions is: the result of the experi-
ment is brought into a form in which it can be stored, and consequently, retrieved as 
well. Much speaks for the assumption that the ability to be stored, that is, to be made 
durable, is the most important prerequisite for transforming traces into data. Traces 
are not, but data are of the form of Latourian “immutable mobiles”.25 Their relative 
immutability is a prerequisite for their mobility, their retrievability, their options for 
becoming re-enacted, and all the rest we associate with data and not with — usually 
precarious, bound-to-disappear — traces.

In the context of the genome sequencing projects of the past decades, the research 
technology outlined in this section has been largely automated; radioactive tracing 
has been replaced by fluorescent tracing; and efficiency has been enhanced by many 
orders of magnitude. Fluorescent labelling in particular allows further differentiation 
by using different colours simultaneously, and it permits the transition from traces 
to data in a much smoother and more effective way. In parallel to the automation of 
sequencing, in the course of the past ten years, a new technology of nucleic acid chips 
has been developed. These chips allow, in principle, the registration of thousands of 
different nucleic acid probes simultaneously, and with that, literally the vizualization 
of the expression of the activity of whole cells or tissues.

In the last resort, all these molecular biological techniques have recourse to a 
particular stereo-chemical property of nucleic acids: their so-called base comple-
mentarity. The structure of the epistemic — and in most genomic contexts, technical 
— object itself, the nucleic acid, exposes an interface that can be manipulated and 
amplified. If it was the hybridization experiment with intact organisms that sent, at 
the beginning of the twentieth century, classical genetics on its way, then it was again 
a hybridization technique that helped, in the second half of the twentieth century, 
molecular genetics into being: this time it was the hybridization, not of organisms, 
but of molecules.26 Both techniques rely on ways of creating interfaces, the clash of 
materials. But if in most cases of instrument-mediated research in the life sciences, 
the intersection is between the — usually solid — apparatus on the one hand and 
the — usually liquid — organism or bit of organism on the other,27 here the inter-
face comes to lie within the organic itself. Here, no tube connects the body with an 
inscription device, as in nineteenth-century physiology. The organic is brought to 
interact with itself so as to produce visible traces: phenotypes — offspring — in the 
case of classical genetics; genotypes — cloned material — as the distinction goes, 
in the case of contemporary genomic technologies.

BEYOND ANALYSIS

Let me come back once more to the question of analysis and synthesis. One could 
argue that if the biological can be made to analyse itself as described above, it is 
because it can be made to synthesize. Indeed, sequencing is the paradigm of a 
 technology of analysis by synthesis. Put in historical perspective: if the nineteenth 
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century managed to produce new biological materials, it was because the resistance to 
certain infectious diseases, created by prior infection, proved capable of transmission 
in blood serum. Louis Pasteur made use of the observation that the stuff of resistance 
could be made by infecting animals, and then transferred to humans. There was no 
need to know the chemical details, organisms could make antibodies to antigens, a 
process which, like genetics, came to be understood in terms of information in the 
course of the twentieth century.28 Now, as discussed above, molecules can be made 
to reproduce, and the techniques developed to facilitate analysis can now be used 
to engineer new kinds of molecules — and eventually new kinds of organisms, as 
it were. Like organic chemistry in the later nineteenth century, molecular biology 
has learned to combine synthesis with analysis — or better, has managed to make 
analysis subservient to synthesis and vice versa, to the extent that today ‘synthetic 
biology’ has become the new catchword of the whole field.

To conclude this essay, however, I focus on another kind of synthesis or ‘bio-
engineering’, that which works with data. In order to domesticate the plethora of 
sequences generated by automated analysers over the past two decades, bioinformatics 
methods and databanks were developed and established that are to grant a meaningful 
and creative exploitation of these registers.29 In this context it also becomes obvious 
that we have entered into a second phase in the relation between the molecular life 
sciences and information. Today it is no longer the discursive and conceptual aspect 
of information that was so prominent and indeed so leading in a phase where the basic 
features of molecular genetics were established, forcefully described, for instance, 
by Lily Kay.30 It is rather the fact that bioinformatics has become an indispensable 
digital platform developing in parallel to genomics, without which data processing 
and retrieving — analysis by synthesis and synthesis by analysis — on a large scale 
such as required by the handling of whole genomes would remain out of reach.

The technology of bioinformatics has itself become a prerequisite for the further 
development and for all the potential applications of gene technology today. At this 
transition, however, the meaning of the concept of information itself changes. In the 
context of relating expanding data banks to each other and the necessity to make 
them intelligently searchable, bio-informaticians are calling now for standardized 
languages and conceptual frames — ironically enough, they are being addressed as 
“ontologies”.31 They are meant helping to administer the ever-growing data pools and 
make them comparable and searchable under the guise of multiple research questions. 

PATTERNING FACTS

With that, we come to the other term of our present itinerary. In the age of molecular 
biology, traces only started to make sense and acquire meaning as data, if one could 
relate and condense them into an epistemic thing, a suspected Sachverhalt, a possible 
‘fact’ in the everyday language of the sciences. What was looked for was traces that 
had the potential to become data in the sense described, and that in turn could be used 
to create data patterns: curves, maps, schemes, and the like — potentially the whole 
plethora of forms of visualization the sciences have been so inventive to generate 
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over the past two centuries for the sake of a representation of technophenomena.32 
Once stabilized, they would go for scientific facts — technical things in the terminol-
ogy I have proposed.33 Facts would then appear as stabilized arrangements of data.

Under the present regime, such data appear to make sense and acquire meaning only 
if one is able to generate, store, and retrieve them in a structured way — according to 
some sort of ontology, as it were. In this context, there is talk today of an epistemologi-
cal revolution happening under our eyes: the claim is that we are facing a transition 
from hypothesis-driven to data-driven research. That is, to put it succintly: traces are 
no longer generated and evaluated in the light of possible epistemic phenomena, but 
generated and pooled as data ponds and streams in order to help to eventually bring 
to light patterns that still are beyond horizon. For those involved in this work the 
catchword is ‘systems biology’, in the sense of putting data into computer programs 
and seeking to use them to model larger entities such as gene networks, cells, if not 
organisms as a whole.34

Data have become a resource, rather than a result in the world of infra- 
experimentality, produced on an industrial scale and made intelligible only in the 
context of appropriate software. The research technologies in the space between the 
knower and the to-be-known have entered the stage of a second order mediation. 
The data, mediators between traces and technophenomena, have proliferated and 
created a world of their own.

What this new primacy of data will mean for our understanding of traces on the 
one side and facts on the other, I have no concluding answer to offer for the time 
being. Have we perhaps returned to the original meaning of these words? The data 
are there. They have become the primary entities that populate our infra-worlds of 
knowledge. The facts have to be made more than ever. They come after — and when 
all has been said, they may no longer be that important.
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